Marketing Material

The empowered investor
What makes an empowered investor?
The Global Investor Study 2022 shows
that investment knowledge* and age
have an impact on how empowered
people in Canada feel.
But does this paint a true picture?
How can people be empowered further?
To find out, we surveyed over 23,000 people
who invest from 33 locations globally.
*self-reported

People in Canada with advanced knowledge are more likely
to feel that as shareholders, they should have the power to
influence companies
People who feel that as shareholders they should have the power
to influence companies
Level of investment knowledge*

53%

72%

95%

Beginner / Rudimentary

Intermediate

Expert / Advanced
*self-reported

Younger investors in Canada are more likely to prioritize values and principles
People who feel it is important that the funds they invest in are built around their values and principles
18–37

38–50

51–70

76%

71+

60%

62%

55%

Many people in Canada want access
to traditionally more exclusive assets
Which of the following private assets do people want to invest in?
Real estate
57%
Private equity
56%
Physical assets
52%
Digital assets
50%
Insurance linked securities
49%
Infrastructure finance
43%
Microfinance
42%

Most expert / advanced people in Canada feel confident that they have the knowledge
to make the right decisions for their financial future
People who feel that they have sufficient knowledge to feel confident in making investment decisions
that affect their future
Level of investment knowledge*
Beginner / Rudimentary

Intermediate

Expert / Advanced

*self-reported

81%
61%

27%

But are people in Canada as knowledgeable as they think?
People who answered our investment knowledge test question incorrectly
Level of investment knowledge*

87%

85%

22%

Beginner / Rudimentary

Intermediate

Expert / Advanced
*self-reported

Empowerment comes with education, and everyone in Canada has a role to play
Who should be responsible for ensuring that people have a sufficient level of knowledge
on personal financial matters?
Financial providers
56%
Education / School
53%
Independent financial advisers
49%
Governments / Regulators
34%
People themselves
32%
Family members
30%
Employers
15%

Schroders commissioned alan. agency and iResearch to conduct an independent online survey of 23,950 people (21,131 non-retired and 2,819
retired) in 33 locations around the world between 18th February and 7th April 2022. This research defines “people” as those who will invest
at least €10,000 (or the equivalent) in the next 12 months and who have made changes to their investments within the last 10 years. These
individuals represent the views of people in each location included in the survey.

Important information:
This information is not an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any financial instrument or to adopt any investment strategy.
Information herein is believed to be reliable but we do not warrant its completeness or accuracy. Any data has been sourced by us and is
provided without any warranties of any kind. It should be independently verified before further publication or use. Third-party data is owned
or licenced by the data provider and may not be reproduced, extracted or used for any other purpose without the data provider’s consent.
Neither we, nor the data provider, will have any liability in connection with the third-party data. The material is not intended to provide, and
should not be relied on for accounting, legal or tax advice. Reliance should not be placed on any views or information in the material when
taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions. No responsibility can be accepted for error of fact or opinion. Any references to
securities, sectors, regions and/or countries are for illustrative purposes only. Schroders has expressed its own views and opinions in this
document and these may change.
North America: This content is issued by Schroder Investment Management North America Inc., an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of
Schroders Plc, 7 Bryant Park, New York NY 10018-3706. CRD Number 105820. Registered as an investment adviser with the SEC and
Portfolio Manager in Canada, NRD Number 12130.

